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DISCUSSION 
 
Three options exist on how to proceed with Tank 3 in its current state. 
 

1. Continue to drain Tank 3 IL to Tank 7 as described in the Tank 3 Salt Preparation and 
Dissolution Technical Plan, CBU-SPT-2003-00064 Revision 3.  Suspend Tank 3 salt 
preparations when the 90,000 gallon target for ILR has been reached. 

2. Do no further ILR from Tank 3 and proceed with a modified salt dissolution evolution using 
the salt dissolution equipment described in CBU-SPT-2003-00064 Revision 3, though on a 
more limited basis.  This will allow effective water addition and salt dissolution methods to 
be proven. 

3. Suspend Tank 3 salt preparation and removal activities indefinitely and implement the Tank 
3 Lay Up Plan. 

 
 
OPTION 1 
Discussions between SRTC and Salt Program Engineering have concluded that little information is 
gained from continued ILR from Tank 3.  Based on numeric modeling, the intrinsic permeability of 
Tank 3 salt cake is estimated to lie in the range of 25 to 50 Darcy.  A best estimate is 37 Darcy.  This 
is consistent with Tank 41 salt cake permeability.  Drainage data from the Tank 3 salt cake below 
160 inches suggest the salt cake in Tanks 41 and 3 share similar porous medium properties.7  Sludge 
removal activities from Tanks 4, 5 and 6 would be adversely impacted by the resumption of ILR 
from Tank 3.  Tank 3 ILR would also aggravate Tank Farm space limitations by adding waste 
volume to the existing Tank Farm inventory.  This interstitial liquid would be highly saturated and 
not suitable evaporator feed.   
 
OPTION 2 
While water addition and salt dissolution information would be gained with Option 2, there is no 
financial incentive to the Company, Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC), to pursue 
this option.  The usefulness of this information can not be quantified. The current financial situation 
at WSRC limits the resources that could be committed to Option 2.   
 
OPTION 3 
The current Letter of Direction from the Department of Energy to WSRC gives little incentive to 
continue with Tank 3 activities at this time.  Keeping Tank 3 equipment in a ready to use state adds 
water to the System due to dip tube, transfer pump and transfer line flushing.  Implementation of the 
Tank 3 Lay Up Plan8 will allow the SC and SS equipment installed on Tank 3 under J-DCP-F-03006 
to be maintained in an operative state.  In-tank PS equipment, installed under J-DCP-F-03006, will 
be abandoned in place and tank top utilities to that equipment suitably terminated.  Tank top PS 
equipment installed under J-DCP-F-03006 will be maintained by F Tank Farm (FTF) as required by 
FTF priorities and operational needs.   
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Distribution: 
 
Neil Davis  766-H 
Renee Spires  766-H 
Dennis Conrad 766-H 
Earl Brass  766-H 
Steve Wilkerson 704-26F 
Andrew Tisler  704-26F 
Paul Valenti  707-7F 
Daniel Cox  730-2B 
Wyatt Clark  704-56H 
Greg Flach  773-42A 
Greg Mertz  730-1B 
Paul E. Carroll  766-H 
James Mark  766-H 
Partha Mukherjee 766-H 
 




